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Preface 
 

This MSc thesis provided an excellent practical learning of how, what and why of a 

technological start-up and definitely many other interesting experiences and 

challenges that were part of it. There are several key factors that are a must-be in 

any start-up company because they keep the things going on and it is definitely not 

enough to read them in a book or have them taught in a business class: 

 

- Team Work: The team is the heart and brains of the company and if there is 

a good environment and the problems can be easily solved there are many 

more chances of succeeding rather than just do it alone or with an unhealthy 

environment. Transparency, honesty, optimism and a good sense of humor 

are basic values to lay the basis for a successful team. 

 

- Motivation: A start-up should be lived day-to-day because the plans change 

just as fast. It is important to have a clear objective and that all the team row 

into the same direction but it is impossible to follow a written plan because 

there are many unknowns. There are many ups but also many downs and 

keep the motivation alive is more important than any money because it keeps 

all going in tough moments.  

 

- One Goal: It is easy to lose the North because there are many things that 

happen every day that occupy the mind of everyone, things such as 

unexpected problems, interesting opportunities, new discoveries and even 

personal situations. But it is really important to define a final goal that is 

clear and everyone believes it is worth working for. 
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Abstract 
 

This MSc thesis was a project performed in a start-up that develops sustainable 

devices to exploit renewable energies, specifically in the field of energy harvesting in 

small scale. The objective of the thesis is to demonstrate the importance of 

developing the technical side of a project together with the development of the 

market. The idea is to enhance the success possibilities and work to get to the 

market as fast as possible with a minimum sellable product using the resources as 

efficiently as possible.  

 

The market analysis was the first step to be performed to understand what the start-

up was getting into, at the beginning it was clear that the generator should be 

targeted to power remote applications that require small amounts of energy and a 

market that is not suitable for present technologies such as solar PV or micro wind 

turbines. After this a series of potential markets were identified in order to limit the 

research and three opportunities were selected. The buoy market was chosen, it has 

several sub-markets and the AtoN buoys, Fishing buoys and Meteorological buoys 

were considered the most important and suitable ones.  

 

Once the market was defined, the needs of the clients and users were discovered 

through research in the form of interviews and bibliographical research. Later on an 

experimental rig was used to test several models of the prototype under different 

parameters to select one that was close to what was demanded and that can actually 

be built. This approach was useful to dedicate resources efficiently, specially time 

and money. 

 

The last part of the thesis was to propose a sustainable business model describing a 

go-to-market strategy that considered both the limitations of the technology and the 

testing performed in the scope of this project and the expectations of the market for 

the proposed product. The methodology was a mixed use of business tools learned in 

the courses and the experiences of the people who were close to the start-up. 

 

There is a final reflection at the conclusions that describe the day-to-day of the start-

up and the experiences learned as well as the recommendations for future work. 

 

 

Keywords: start-up, innovation, entrepreneurship, small scale energy generation, 
sea waves, buoys  
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CHAPTER I – Introduction 
 

1 Introduction  
 

1.1 Energy 

 

Energy drives most of human life activities and nowadays it is mainly obtained from 

scarce sources. The main source of this energy comes from the burning of different 

forms of fossil fuels. There are two main problems that derive from the latter: the 

pollution and the scarcity. There are some ways to ease these problems like 

enhancing energy storage systems and finding new devices to transform clean 

primary sources into electricity. Chemical energy storage, mainly in the form 

batteries has augmented the range of applications and devices but still is pollutant. 

New devices of energy transformation are available and research, development and 

deployment should be fostered. 

 

Other cleaner and unlimited sources are readily available for human activities and 

these should be properly exploited. Sun and Wind have become the renewable 

sources of sustainable energy systems for excellence. Although in recent years there 

has been a development of new technologies boosted by technological advances and 

knowledge transfer between research fields oriented to harvest energy in ways that 

were not possible before, one of these innovative fields of research is the wave 

motion energy harvesting.  

 

The sea has always been crucial to human development and obtaining energy from it 

has been attempted in several ways. According to Fundación REPSOL, the social 

responsibility branch of REPSOL, a Spanish oil company there are over 200 solid 

projects working on wave energy harvesting at different scales, the majority of them 

with expected energy outputs of above of 500 kW. 

 

There are many different applications that require energy while working at the sea 

and there is a big problem on how to power these activities and appliances in a long-

term deployment, specially if they are far away from the nearest coast. Solar PV 

cells, micro wind turbines and alkaline batteries are today’s solutions but are 

sensitive to weather, subjected to harsh environments and in the case of the batteries 

they pollute. There are many challenges related to the harvesting of energy from the 

sea such as the low and varying frequency of the waves that ranges from 0.1 Hz to 2 

Hz (Vinolo, 2013). To overcome the many defies engineering must be done at its 

best. 
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1.2 Start-ups 

 

Start-ups are dynamic and temporal organizations that try to replicate a business 

model (Senor & Signer, 2009). In recent decades there has been a boost in the 

entrepreneurial spirit in many fields and across many disciplines as a response to 

social, environmental and economical concerns. Clean energy-related start-ups are 

companies that try to solve the need of providing cleaner and renewable energy 

designing and using the latest technologies and these businesses have also 

proliferated.  

 

The transfer and replication of the business model proposed into the real life give 

the success of the start-ups. This means that if the company can transfer the 

technological breakthrough into a successful market product then the start-up will 

become a permanent company with a replicable and scalable business model. The 

latter is the ultimate objective of the start-ups. 

 

1.3 Parallel Development (BusinessTechnology) 

 
This thesis was performed in a KIC InnoEnergy supported technological startup 

that is dedicated to explore new sources of clean energy specially related to energy 

harvesting from the motion of the waves. The main objective of the company is to 

research and develop clean energy systems capable of meeting current needs without 

compromising resources of future generations.  

 
The present MSc Thesis will explore into the parallel development of the 

technology while developing previously identified market opportunities.  

 

The technology consists of an innovative small-scale sea wave motion energy 

harvester and the market opportunities are in the range of devices that 

require low power and long-term autonomy that are far away from common 

energy sources (off-grid).  

 

Doing this parallel development can increase the success opportunity of the start-up 

because it is focusing on the potential customer needs rather than developing a 

product and pushing it to the market. 

 

The company is based in Spain, therefore the initial research will be based in the 

Spanish market but the rest of the World won’t be overlooked. The technological 

development will be centered on increasing the energy output of the generator and 

coupling it with the energy-consuming device. 
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2. Background 
 

Spain is one of the countries that leads the world research, development and 

deployment of renewable energy systems. Its privileged location in southern Europe 

and good weather facilitates the task. Besides the high-speed winds and the 

enormous amount of direct sunlight that the country receives it has wide aquatic 

resources. This has also fostered the development of an important marine industry 

that has a long history. It has almost 5.000 km of coastline and it is ranked in the 

26th in the World (Agency, 2014). There are several entries that Spain leads in 

maritime terms: 

 

- Fishing – Spain is ranked as 1st fishing country amongst the European Union 

with a catch of close to 1 million tons per year (National Institute of 

Statistics, 2013).  

- Tourism – Spain is the 2nd most common destination for cruise tourists, only 

surpassed by Italy, with the 19% (5.255.000) of the quota in 2011 (Ministry 

of Economy, 2013). 

- Touristic Ports – In the Top 5 touristic destination ports in Europe there are 

two in Spain: Barcelona with 2.657.000 visitors per year and Palma de 

Mallorca with 1.429.000 (Ministry of Economy, 2013). 

- Ports – There were 133.582 boats performing activities in Spanish ports 

during 2012 (Spanish Ports, 2013).  

 

Supported by these hard facts there is a wide range of marine activities in this 

Mediterranean country and energy is required to power most of them. An initial 

research was performed after a brainstorming of appliances, applications, work 

fields, activities and transportation all related to the maritime industry. After this 

start the ideas that have the most potential were analyzed with bibliographical 

research and initial market potentials. Three interesting market opportunities for 

the small-scale wave motion energy generator were found in the buoys sector:  

 

1. Aid to Navigation (AtoN) buoy systems 

 

2. Fishing buoys for surface long line fishing technique 

 

3. Buoys for meteorological prediction 

 

It was found that the buoys sector is a really close industry where there are not so 

many manufacturers and the high-tech is not the rule but the exception. The most 

interesting fact found about this market is that there is a large need for energy 

sources that can work day and night non-stop intended for long-term deployment 

and in many occasions really far from land with harsh conditions.  

The small-scale wave motion energy generator that will be developed can comply 

with those characteristics thus there is a strong market potential. There are several 
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advantages if compared with actual sun and wind energy harvesters that will be 

further described. 

 

3. Objectives 
 

The objectives will lead the development and provide structure for the project and 

will be covered throughout the chapters of the work. These objectives were taken 

from the master thesis proposal and further discussed with the Local Supervisor to 

direct the project towards the ultimate goal of a decision, based on hard facts and 

thorough research of the launching of the device into the selected market. 

 

The present MSc thesis project is divided in three parts: 1) the evaluation of market 

opportunities and 2) the technical study of the motion generator and 3) the outcome 

of the parallel development of the business and the technical sides. In a technological 

start-up it is especially important to develop the technology jointly with the 

customer expectations in order to use the resources as most effectively as possible 

and to present a product that is wanted in order to augment the possibilities of 

success.  

 

The objectives are presented below: 

 

1. Business – Assessment of the market opportunities deciding upon the 

strongest one 

 

2. Technical – Participate in the development of the wave motion generator and 

find ways to maximize the energy output 

 

3. Parallel Development – Generate a Sustainable Business Model proposal  

 

Once all these objectives have been achieved the Master Thesis can be considered 

completed. The time frame for this project is 20 to 22 weeks to be performed full 

time within the start-up. 
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4. Methodology 
 

This Master Thesis project will be divided into two main aspects: the business 

development and the technical study of the device. There are two main reasons for 

the project to be done this way. Firstly, due to the background and intention of the 

master programme MSc SELECT it is of high importance to develop a project 

considering business and technical criteria. Second, any technological start-up 

should not only focus on the development of the technology but also in the study of 

the market in order to assess success possibilities based on real potential customers 

and their needs.  

 

The methodology for each of the parts will be appropriate to the nature of the 

section and will be described below, and in more detail in the dedicated Chapters of 

the present document. Some of the tools used for the correct development of the 

project will be acquired through it and the methodology will be revised to have the 

most accurate measurement techniques. The methodology is based on the objectives 

to have a clear structure. 

 

4.1 Business Part Methodology 

 

The business section will describe the three pre-identified markets in order to select 

the most prosperous one where the small-scale wave energy generator can have the 

most success. The nature of the market is peculiar because is really closed. There are 

not many manufacturers and not many clients but still its potential is really big. An 

initial bibliographical research will be done in order to discover entry points. The 

key actors will be identified: the manufacturers and the users. As well the actual 

technologies, mainly Sun and Wind harvesters will be analyzed to understand the 

position of the wave generator.  

 

The market will be seized according to real quotations and clients in the market to 

understand where there can be a better opportunity. The decision of the chosen 

market will be done through a Multi-criteria analysis where the most important 

items will be weighted to decide the path to follow. 

 

Business Objective 

 

1. Business – Assessment of the market opportunities deciding upon the 

strongest one 

 

a. Perform a market research to evaluate the potential of the energy 

harvesting device in three specific markets: 

 

i. Aid to Navigation (AtoN) buoy systems 

ii. Fishing buoys for long line fishing technique 

iii. Buoys for meteorological prediction 
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b. Decide upon the strongest market opportunity based on the market 

research, the potential market size and adequacy of the energy 

generator. It is important to probe potential clients if possible to get 

their insight. 

 

4.2 Technical Part Methodology 

 

The technical assessment will be performed to understand the technology. The 

objectives in the technical part include the analysis of the actual technology and the 

definition of the most important parameters of performance that are required in the 

identified business. Once these are settled then the experiments in laboratory will 

start. There are some assumptions that will be further proven right or wrong with 

laboratory tests. Amongst these assumptions there are the angles of the waves, the 

weight the system needs, the frequency of the movement and some others that will 

be described in detail. The final intention is to obtain the maximum energy output 

possible from the device. 

 

Technical Objective 

 

2. Technical – Participate in the development of the wave motion generator and 

find ways to maximize the energy output 

 

a. State of the art technology assessment 

 

b. Laboratory analysis of the generator studying performance 

parameters adequate to real life performance 

 

i. An experimental rig will be used 

 

4.3 Outcome of the Thesis Project 

 

The outcome of the thesis project is to develop a sustainable business model that will 

be given by the parallel development of the business and commercial aspects of the 

project. Parallel Development Objective 

 

1. Parallel Development – Generate a Sustainable Business Model proposal  

 

a. For the selected opportunity coupled with the proper technical 

parameters for the maximum energy output 

 

b. Proposition and recommendations on how to address the selected 

market with both, commercial opportunities and technical aspects 

that can lead to the success of the project 
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CHAPTER II – Market Opportunities 
 

1. Aid to Navigation (AtoN) Buoys 
 

This subchapter describes the market opportunity of the Aid to Navigation (AtoN) 

buoys introducing the concept and its specificities. It also develops into the 

opportunity that represents for the start-up as a potential market.  

 

1.1 AtoN Introduction 

 
IALA is the International Association of Marine Aids to Navigation and Lighthouse 

Authorities, and was established in 1957. These organization rules the use and 

standards of Aid to Navigation devices and its main purpose is “assisting in safe 

navigation with standards that help to ensure that the movements of vessels are safe, 

expeditious, cost effective and harmless to the environment” (IALA, 2014). 

 

According to the IALA a marine Aid to Navigation (AtoN) is a device or system 

external to vessels that is designed and operated to enhance the safe and efficient 

navigation of vessels and/or vessel traffic. Marine Aid to Navigation is not a 

navigational aid; the latter is by definition carried on board of vessels. These 

assistances have been used hundreds of years ago and thanks to technology they 

have evolved to cover today’s needs. There are different types of Aid to Navigation. 

 

1.1.1 Visual Aids to Navigation 

 

This type of AtoN is a purpose built facility that serves to communicate information 

to trained observers on vessels with the sole purpose of assisting navigation.  

Amongst this marine aids are fixed AtoN (lighthouses and day bacons) and floating 

AtoN (buoys, light vessels, light floats and large navigational buoys. All these 

devices serve for different purposes and have different technical specifications, while 

some are on land; the majority is used in the sea. (IALA, 2014)  

 

1.1.2 Aids to Navigation Lights 

 

The majority of aid to navigation lights uses different types of electric lamps. The 

power source of these lamps is relying increasingly in renewable energy sources 

such as wind, solar or wave power and LEDs are becoming the alternative to 

filament lamps. Before renewable energies, the source of power was either propane 

or butane. Table 1 is a description of the different types of lamps used in the Aid to 

Navigation Lights (IALA-AISM, 2010). 
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Table 1 - Type of lamps used in Aid to Navigation Lights (IALA-AISM, 2010) 

Type of Lamps Operation Technical Data 

Incandescent Filament 

Lamps 

- 6 to 240 Volt [V] 

- AC or DC 

- Power: 2 to 1000 Watts [W] 

- Efficiency: 9 to 19 lumens / W 

- Operating life: 300 to 1500 hours 

Tungsten Halogen - 12 to 240 Volt [V] 

- AC or DC 

- Power: 5 to 1000 Watts [W] 

- Efficiency: 20 to 25 lumens / W 

- Operating life: 300 to 4000 hours 

Discharge Lamps - 110 to 240 Volt [V] 

- High starting voltage 

- Power: 8 to 100 Watts [W] 

- Efficiency: 80 to 100 lumens / W 

- Operating life: up to 20000 hours 

Low Pressure Sodium 

Vapor Lamps 

- 110 to 240 Volt [V] 

- Control circuitry 

- Only yellow 

- Power: 20 to 180 Watts [W] 

- Efficiency: 180 lumens / W 

- Operating life: up to 10 000 hours 

High Pressure Sodium 

Vapor Lamps 

- 110 to 240 Volt [V] 

- Control circuitry 

- Power: 50 to 400 Watts [W] 

- Efficiency: 90 lumens / W 

- Operating life: up to 10 000 hours 

Metal Halide - Input voltage from 12 V 

to 240 V for 110 to 240 

V power sources 

- Power: 10 to 2000 Watts [W] 

- Efficiency: 80 to 110 lumens / W 

- Operating life: 600 to 20 000 hours 

(depends on the times it is switched on) 

Xenon Lamps - 110 to 240 Volt [V] 

- DC 

- Complex circuitry 

- Power: 150 to 2000 Watts [W] 

- Efficiency: 35 lumens / W 

- Operating life: 2000 hours 

Light Emitting Diode 

 

 

Single LED 

- 6 to 240 Volt [V] 

AC or DC 

- Single LED Power: 1mW to 5 W 

- LED cluster Power: 1 to 60 Watts [W] 

- Efficiency: 

Red and green: 25 to 30 lumens / W 

Yellow: 20 to 30 lumens / W 

White: 20 to 30 lumens / W 

Blue: 10 lumens / W 

- Operating life: up to 100 000 hours 

Lasers Under Study Under Study 

 

1.1.3 Floating Aids to Navigation 

 

The scope of this project includes these types of AtoN devices because they are 

located in the sea whilst the fixed AtoN are generally fixed to the ground. These 

floating aids are located where there are rough conditions like deep water and high 

risk of damage or loss. There are two groups: 1) Buoys and 2) Light floats and large 

navigational buoys (LANBYS or LNB).  

 

The first group is considered minor floating aid, is normally lit and in some cases 

includes racon (radar) and AIS units (advanced position transmitting system). They 

are usually powered by solar or single cycle battery. AtoN Buoys represent an 

interesting market opportunity for the wave motion generator. In Appendix I it can 

be found an explanation of the different types of lights used in these buoys. 

 

The second group is defined as major floating aid; the units are lit and carry one or 

more positioning devices. These types of floating AtoN are generally displayed only 

in cases of emergency and are mounted in vessels. 
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1.1.4 AtoN Buoys Opportunity 

 

Buoys are relatively big structures that are used to give signals to boats and vessels. 

These buoys have the following characteristics (IALA-AISM, 2010):  

 

- Diameter 1 m to 5 m   (or more) 

- Height  2 m to 6 m   (or more) 

- Weight  240 kg to 3.000 kg  (or more) 

- Price   around 20.000€  

 

There are specific color and form codes depending on their use and location. Many 

of these buoys are energy consumption units and today are mainly powered with 

batteries and in lesser quantities with PV cells and even some with micro wind 

turbines. An analysis in Table 2 of each of the actual energy sources demonstrate 

that there are several drawbacks: 

 
Table 2 - Drawbacks of actual power sources in Buoys 

Power Source Drawbacks 

Batteries - Pollutant to the environment 

- Must be replaced every certain period of time 

- Costly in the long-run 

PV cells - Depend on the weather 

- Restricted use to zones with certain amount of sunlight 

- Low efficiencies  

- Still need external batteries as a backup 

Wind Turbines - Uncertain amount of wind 

- High maintenance costs 

- High investment costs 

- Still need external batteries as a backup 

 

The wave motion energy generator has an interesting opportunity because it can be 

used to power any of the devices used in the AtoN buoys. The voltages, currents and 

power of the appliances will be further discussed.  

 

In Figure 1 there is a schematic of a typical AIS (Automatic Identification System) 

AtoN system (SRT-Marine, 2014). 
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Figure 1 - Typical AIS AtoN system (SRT-Marine, 2014) 

 

 

1.2 AtoN Buoys Market Size 

 

1.2.1 AtoN Buoys Market Size - World 

 

A bibliographical research was performed using data from the IALA association and 

the National Geospatial Intelligence Agency of the United States to estimate the 

amount of AtoN buoys that use some type of energy consuming device in it (the 

buoys without energy consuming devices are not taken into account) available in the 

sea.  

 

In 2013 adding Europe, Australia and Canada there are almost 14000 AtoN buoys 

(National Geospatial Intelligence Agency, 2013) that consume power. In the United 

States there are 11000 AtoN buoys (DNV GL, 2000) that use power. The results are 

condensed in the Figure 2 (not including US): 
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Figure 2 - Aid to Navigation devices per country (National Geospatial Intelligence Agency, 2013) 

 

1.2.2 AtoN Buoys Market Size - Spain 

 

According to Ports of the State (Spain National Ports) in 2010 there were 1.800 Aid 

to Navigations in the country. Port Authorities have 161 AtoN buoys that consume 

power in the Spanish Costal Network (114 lit buoys and 47 that include other device 

besides a light) the rest of AtoN buoys belong to other authorities (Spanish Ports, 

2013). There are 1133 AtoN buoys that follow the IALA regulations, are registered 

and active; the difference with the Spain National Ports number of 3,800 is due to 

buoys in private ports, army and others. 

 

1.3 AtoN Buoys Market Opportunity 

 

1.3.1 AtoN Buoy Manufacturers 

 
A list of the most important AtoN buoys manufacturers in the World is presented in 

Table 3.  

 

 

 
Table 3 - Most important AtoN Manufacturers in the World (Own Elaboration) 

Company Name Website Country 

Australian Maritime Systems www.maritime-system.com Australia 

Sealite Pty Ltd www.sealite.com.au Australia 

Carmanah Technologies Corporation www.carmanah.com Canada 

Sabik Oy www.sabik.com Finland 
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AtoN buoys per country 

http://www.maritime-system.com/
http://www.sealite.com.au/
http://www.carmanah.com/
http://www.sabik.com/
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Table 3 (Cont.)   

Company Name Website Country 

Sea How www.seahow.fi  Finland 

Mobilis www.mobilis-sa.com France 

Gisman SA www.gisman.fr  France 

JCF Marine www.jcfmarine.com Ireland 

Resinex Trading SRL www.resinextrad.com Italy 

Floatex SRL www.floatex.it Italy 

Zeni Lite Buoy Co www.zenilite.co.jp Japan 

Pintsch Aben BV www.pintschaben.com Netherlands 

Daekee Marine Corporation www.daekee.co.kr South Korea 

New Marine Engineering www.newmarine.co.kr South Korea 

Mediterráneo Señales Marítimas www.mesemar.com Spain 

Almarín Equipos y Servicios Portuarios www.almarin.es Spain 

Pelangi International Ltd www.pelangi.co.uk UK 

Pharos Marine Automatic Power www.automaticpower.com UK 

Tideland Signal Corporation www.tidelandsignal.com USA 

 

 

 

A Spanish buoy manufacturer called Mediterráneo Señales Marítimas SLL, represented 

by Francisco Romero, which is a leading manufacturer worldwide of this type of buoys, 

was interviewed (Romero, 2014) in order to obtain information about the market. 

This company based in Valencia was keen to provide general information and offered 

a visit to obtain real life measurements of the buoys and also to discuss the 

possibility of integrating the wave motion energy-harvesting device as a built-in 

(Romero, 2014).  

 

Mediterráneo Señales Marítimas SLL showed interest in the technology and it was 

discovered that there are two important things: first they showed interest in this 

device and second there is a need for reliable energy generators for locations with 

difficult conditions (i.e. where there is limited amount of sun, wind conditions are not 

good and the conditions are harsh like polar climates). According to Mediterráneo 

Señales Marítimas SLL the average price of an AtoN buoys is around 20.000€ and as 

all of them following the IALA standards are almost the same all around the World. 

 

2. Fishing buoys 
 

Fishing buoys are another market opportunity to be analyzed and this subchapter is 

dedicated to this purpose. There is one specific technique called long-line that uses 

these types of buoys requiring energy. 

 

 

 

http://www.seahow.fi/
http://www.mobilis-sa.com/
http://www.gisman.fr/
http://www.jcfmarine.com/
http://www.resinextrad.com/
http://www.lmvsa.com/
http://www.zenilite.co.jp/
http://www.pintschaben.com/
http://www.daekee.co.kr/
http://www.newmarine.co.kr/
http://www.mesemar.com/
http://www.almarin.es/
http://www.pelangi.co.uk/
http://www.automaticpower.com/
http://www.tidelandsignal.com/
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2.1 Fishing Buoys Introduction 

 

Fishing is one of the most ancient human activities and has boosted civilization’s 

growth. Technology has played an important role in the development of fishing and 

has been used in many ways. Detecting, attracting and joining the catch are key 

activities and there are interesting and revolutionary ways to do so, these 

breakthroughs are power consuming though.  

 

There are many ways for catching the fish and these can be classified the following 

way (with a more complete explanation in Appendix II) (Ministry of Agriculture, 

Food and Environment Spain, 2013): 

- Trawling 

- Seiner 

- Long line (surface or bottom: depending on the depth in water column) 

- Gillnets 

- Fixed Arts 

- Minor Arts 

 

These techniques are called arts and some of them have evolved into a very high-

tech industry. There are devices that are used by fishermen to identify, draw and 

unite the catch. These devices are generally artifacts called fishing buoys and require 

energy to work. 

 

2.1.1 Surface Long line Fishing technique (buoys) 

 

Out of the previously described fishing techniques there is one that draws particular 

attention: surface long line.  

 

The art surface long line fishing consists of a mainline (long line) that has baited 

hooks in snoods, or branch lines, attached in intervals and at different water depths. 

The target catch of this method are the pelagic fish that live at depths of between 20 

to 1.100 m. Most common catch: swordfish, sablefish and tuna (Maroto, 2014). 

 

The fishing buoys are used with two main purposes in this technique (Maroto, 

2014): 

 

1. Fishing buoys left adrift – These buoys are equipped with radars for fish 

identification, GPS for recovery and strobe lights to facilitate the recovery.  

 

2. Fishing buoys attached to the long line – These buoys are not left adrift, are 

attached to the mainline and are equipped with strobe lights for easy 

recovery. 

 

The number of fishing buoys attached to the long line depends on the length of the 

line and the size of the fishery, either traditional or commercial. A traditional main 
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line has around 25 baited hooks and measures a few hundred meters whilst a 

commercial one can have 1.200 baited hooks with a maximum length of 100 km 

(Maroto, 2014). The buoys can be placed every 3.000 m or so in the case of the 

surface long line to keep the hooks on the desired place in the water column. This 

means there can be a maximum of 35 fishing buoys with strobe lights per vessel. 

 

2.2 Fishing buoys Market Size 

 

2.2.1 Fishing buoys Market Size - Spain 

 

In Spain there are 10.116 fishing boats, proof of a long fishing tradition history 

where only Greece and Italy compete with a bigger fleet in Europe (Ministry of 

Agriculture, Food and Environment Spain, 2013).  

 

The types of fishing that require fishing buoys are the seiner and the long line, 

where the latter is more important because these buoys need electrical power to be 

functional (Maroto, 2014). 

 

In Table 4 and Table 5 there is a summary of the Spanish fleet by fishing 

technique, fishery and tonnage (Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Environment 

Spain, 2013).  

 
Table 4 - Number of boats per fishing technique and fishery (Ministry of Agriculture, Food and 

Environment Spain, 2013) 

Fishery Trawler Seiner Long 

line 

Gillnets Fixed 

Arts 

Minor 

Arts 

Not 

assigne

d 

TOTAL 

Cantabrian-

Northwest 
99 280 79 85  4.627 

 
5.170 

Mediterranean 680 249 136   1.778  2.843 

Cadiz Gulf 142 88    572  802 

Canary Islands  13    805  818 

Any Zone   90     90 

Ntl Fishery 921 630 305 85  7.782  9.723 

Non-Spanish 

EU waters 
74    69  

 
143 

EU Fishery 74    69   143 

North Atlantic 30       30 

Intl. Waters 3rd 

countries 
78  3    

 
81 

Intl. Waters  32 94     126 

Intl. Fishery 108 32 97     237 

Non-assigned       13 13 

No-fishery       13 13 

TOTAL 1.103 662 402 85 69 7.782 13 10.116 
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Table 5 - Tonnage per fishing technique and fishery (Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Environment 

Spain, 2013) 

Fishery Trawler Seiner Long 

line 

Gillnets Fixed 

Arts 

Minor 

Arts 

Not 

Assigned 

TOTAL 

Cantabrian-

Northwest 
22.419 23.231 3.115 4.265  11.839 

 
64.870 

Mediterranean 40.359 9.921 2.533   6.620  59.433 

Cadiz Gulf 6.019 2.376    2.945  11.340 

Canary Islands  199    4.980  5.179 

Any Zone   15.099     15.099 

Ntl Fishery 68.796 35.728 20.747 4.265  26.384  155.921 

Non-Spanish 

EU waters 
22.380    17.514  

 
39.893 

EU Fishery 22.380    17.514   39.893 

North Atlantic 33.441       33.441 

Intl. Waters 

3rd countries 
40.014  381    

 
40.395 

Intl. Waters  79.015 35.224     114.239 

Intl. Fishery 73.455 79.015 35.606     188.075 

Non-assigned       906 906 

No-fishery       906 906 

TOTAL 164.631 114.743 56.353 4.265 17.514 26.384 906 384.796 

 

According to Table 4 there are 402 fishing boats that use the long line fishing 

technique in Spain that can use the wave motion generator for its fishing buoys. As 

stated before 35 buoys can be carried in each of these vessels. The market potential 

in Spain is for 14.070 fishing buoys.  

 

2.3 Fishing Buoys Market Opportunity 

 

2.3.3 Fishing Buoy Manufacturers 

 

In Table 6 the Fishing buoy manufacturers are found. 

 
Table 6 - Fishing Buoy Manufacturers (Own Elaboration) 

Company Name Website Country 

Marine Instruments www.marineinstruments.es Spain 

McMurdo Marine www.mcmurdomarine.com USA 

Hi Liner www.hiliner.com USA 

 

In the opposite case of the AtoN buoys because there are no specific standards in this 

market, therefore the manufacturers built non-standardized products. Some of the 

characteristics that these devices share are the following (Maroto, 2014): 

 

- Diameter 0.10 m to 0.30 m  (or more) 

- Height  0.50 m to 2 m  (or more) 
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- Weight  1 kg to 30 kg   (or more) 

- Price  starting at 700€ 

 

3. Meteorological Buoys 

 

This is the last market opportunity that will be analyzed. Meteorological buoys are 

used to gather information in remote places and this subchapter investigates if the 

characteristics of it fit the start-up. 

 

3.1 Meteorological Buoys Introduction 

 

Meteorological buoys are really important because of the information they provide. 

This because these type of devices are left adrift and far from human easy reach. 

Normally these buoys have long-autonomy and transfer their messages either via 

GPS or if possible radio frequencies.  

 

3.2 Meteorological Buoys Size 

 

This is a really interesting market although really limited as well. The World 

Meteorological Organization is an agency of the United Nations and as defined by 

themselves:  “It is the UN system's authoritative voice on the state and behavior of 

the Earth's atmosphere, its interaction with the oceans, the climate it produces and 

the resulting distribution of water resources” (World Meteorological Organization, 

2014).  

 

In 2013 it accounted 191 members. For the development of their activities they 

obtain information from the buoys left adrift in many places around the Globe 

accounting for a total of 702 buoys property of the WMO.  

 

In Table 7 the number of buoys per country is shown.  

 
Table 7 - World Meteorological Organization Buoys (World Meteorological Organization, 2013) 

Country Buoys  Country Buoys  Country Buoys 

AR 3  GB 34  PL 1 

AU 10  GR 2  PT 2 

BR 9  IE 4  RU 3 

CA 20  IL 1  SA 1 

CH 1  IN 7  SE 5 

CN 2  IR 1  TH 1 

CO 3  IS 2  TR 1 

DE 20  IT 20  UA 1 

DK 1  JP 58  US 287 

EC 1  KR 12  ZA 37 

ES 21  NL 12    

EU 19  NO 16    

FI 4  NZ 2    

FR 77  OM 1    
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Below the main characteristics of these buoys are shown (World Meteorological 

Organization, 2013): 

 

- Diameter 0.10 m to 2 m  (or more) 

- Height  0.50 m to 2 m  (or more) 

- Weight  1 kg to 300 kg  (or more) 

- Price  starting at 1000€ 

 

The USA government has 1191 meteorological buoys around the world using a 

similar system to that of the WMO. 

 

In Appendix III there are print screens showing the information provided by a 

randomly selected buoy from WMO #51308 with 8° 0' 0" S /125° 0' 0" W as 

coordinates, this is in the middle of the Pacific Ocean. 

 

 

Chapter II – Wrap-up 
 

This chapter studies the potential of each of the tree market opportunities, 

quantifying them to get a real estimation of the potential. The results are condensed 

as following: 

 

Aid To Navigation Buoys 

- There are a total of 25.000 AtoN buoys that use today some form of 

energy device where 14.000 are in Europe, Australia and Canada and 

11.000 more in USA. (National Geospatial Intelligence Agency, 2013) 

and (DNV GL, 2000) 

- There are 19 manufacturers around the World. (Own elaboration) 

 

Fishing Buoys 

- The market potential in Spain includes 14.070 fishing buoys for the long 

line fishing technique. (Maroto, 2014) 

- 3 manufacturers have been identified. (Own elaboration) 

 

Meteorological Buoys 

- This represents the smallest of the opportunities because of the specificity 

of the work performed, even though there are almost 2.000 

meteorological buoys around the World. (World Meteorological 

Organization, 2013) 

- 2 manufacturers sold commercially and some users have them custom 

made. (Own elaboration) 
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As it can be seen from the numbers there is a good potential market for the small-

scale wave motion energy generator. Table 8 presents a summary and a description 

of the market opportunities. 

 
Table 8 - Summary and description of the market opportunities (Own elaboration)  

Type of Buoy Diameter (m) Height (m) Weight (kg) Price (€ 

euros) 

AtoN buoy 1 to 5 m 2 to 6 m 
240 to 3000 

kg 
< 20.000€ 

Fishing buoy 0.10 to 0.30 m 0.50 to 2 m 1 to 30 kg < 700€ 

Meteorologic

al buoy 
0.10 to 2 m 0.50 to 2 m 1 to 300 kg < 1.000€ 

 

It is expected that any of the three market opportunities will require an amount of 

power of around 3 Watts. This estimation is based on the interviews performed to 

the different manufacturers and the requirements are different but this is an average. 
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CHAPTER III – Technical Development 
 

1. Introduction 
 

Energy harvesting is the process to collect energy from different sources (sun, wind, 

waves, etc.) to feed it to the grid or use it directly in autonomous devices. There are 

many different types of devices that yield energy this way generally transforming 

continuous movements of mechanical energy (walking, wind currents, wave motion) 

into oscillatory movements (turbine movement, mass movement) to be finally 

converted into electrical energy through electromagnetic induction (Khaligh A., 

2010). 

 

The start-up is working on small-scale energy harvesting devices specializing in 

collecting energy from the movement of the sea waves, transforming into electricity 

and storing it into a battery for its use in devices that require autonomy such as 

lights and GPS in AtoN buoys. The expected power requirement of any of the 

market opportunities is around 3 Watts. 

 

The prototype that is being developed by the start-up is a linear device that consists 

on a mass that moves linearly, which in turn uses a transmission system to carry the 

energy and convert it using a generator. The oscillatory movement of the waves is 

the primary mover of the system. To be able to reproduce the oscillations the device 

is situated over a seesaw that is manually moved. 

 

In order to properly characterize the performance of the device and to set a 

maximum power that can be obtained from it with standard conditions of sea 

movement (mainly frequency and oscillation angle) a laboratory test was set to 

study the average power obtained from the generator versus load resistances for 

various configurations.  

 

2. Experimental Method 
 

The system is composed by a moving mass that rolls linearly through an axis. This 

mass drags a chain that moves a pulley. In the same axis of the pulley there is a 

second pulley that turns the generator. The whole device is mounted over a seesaw 

that can be moved manually with different angles and frequencies measured through 

a metronome.  

 

This system allows for three major parameters to be changed in order to evaluate 

the performance: 

 

- Diameter of the pulley connected to a generator 

o This diameter can be varied in order to achieve a multiplying effect in 

the angular velocity of the generator. The bigger the diameter (and 
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consequently the mass) the greater the moment of inertia, therefore 

the bigger the torque required to move the mass. 

 

- The mass that is displaced linearly 

o For this initial prototype the mass is composed by weights of 1 and 2 

kg. The mass is arranged perpendicular to the direction of the axis of 

the mass displacement. Thus the prime mover force is increased.  

 

- Frequency of the movement  

o The seesaw is manually moved and a metronome controls the 

frequency. The average frequency of the sea close to Barcelona is ƒ = 

0.3 Hz (Direction, 2014), thus this is the value used in the laboratory. 

 

3. Results 
 

The average frequency is ƒ = 0.3 Hz and the average wave angle is α = 7º at the sea 

close to Barcelona (Direction, 2014). The length of the axis is l = 0.7m. This length 

corresponds to the theoretical estimation of the distance travelled by a body in free 

fall to the angle given above. The relation of the transmission is 1:3. In Table 9 a 

summary of all the different tests performed is found.  

 
Table 9 - System's test classification 

System Without diode 

bridge 

With diode bridge Without regulator With regulator 

Without battery √ √   

With battery   √ √ 

 

 

3.1 System without battery 

 

To understand and test the behavior in its simplest mode the system will be closed 

using a load resistance, both using a diode bridge and not using it. The diode bridge 

(or bridge rectifier AC/DC) is an arrangement of 4 diodes (or more) that provides 

the same polarity for output for every polarity of input. This means that a diode 

bridge is used to transform alternating current (AC) into direct current (DC).  

 

3.1.1 Without diode bridge 

 

With the graphs obtained it will be possible to have an idea of the approximate value 

for the load resistance to obtain the maximum power for the used generator and also 

for the used parameters, i.e. angle, frequency, length of the axis and rolling mass 

through the axis. 
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3.1.2 With diode bridge 

 

In order to charge a battery a diode bridge is necessary because it converts the 

alternating current of the generator into current flowing only in one sense (DC). 

The system follows the same configuration than the previous one. Figure 3 shows 

the values for the obtained results without (discontinued line ---) and with 

(continuous line ___) the diode bridge.  

 

 
Figure 3 - Without (discontinuous - - -) and with (continuous ---) diode bridge 

 
There is a maximum P for a given load resistance, in this case it is for a value of 100 

to 200Ω, which is typical for simple generators. In every case the use of the diode 

bridge decreases the output power. The losses due to the conversion are around 20% 

in every case. 

 

Figure 4 graphs the closed circuit for the two previous cases. The red one (dots) 

represents the system with only a load resistance connected to it. The black one 

(squares) shows the behavior with a load resistance and the diode bridge. The results 

are consistent with Figure 5 and it can be seen that the relationship is linear. 

According to this an average output of 3 W can be obtained with a mass of 30 kg, 

enough to charge a 12V battery at 250 mA, which is a typical battery used in the 

AtoN buoys, fishing buoys and meteorological buoys. 
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Figure 4 - Maximum power, Pmax as a function of mass m. Red (dots) - Closed circuit with load 

resistance. Black (square) - Closed circuit with load resistance and diode bridge 

 

3.2 System with battery 

 

The behavior of the device in its simplest form has been analyzed and now the 

circuit will be closed with a 12V and 1.2Ah battery. This battery is chosen because 

this is a standard battery that is charged from solar PV panels in each of the three 

market opportunities: AtoN buoys, fishing buoys and meteorological buoys. The 

measurement technique for the current intensity is done the following way: a 10Ω 

resistance is connected in series with the current that goes into the battery 

measuring the power drop in this resistance.  

 

Two cases will be studied in this section: one without regulator and the other one 

with a regulator. The regulator is a device that is used to avoid over voltages i.e. the 

system depends on the waves and these can be very rough depending on the weather 

conditions causing too much power to be produced, thus the regulator will limit the 

output to 13V. 
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3.2.1 Without regulator 

 

In this configuration the generator is coupled to a circuit formed by the diode 

bridge, the battery and the resistance in series to measure the current drop as well as 

the instant and average currents entering the battery per unit of time.  

The results for the different weights are graphed in Figure 5. It shows the current 

of the system I, that enters the battery as function of the time t. There is a maximum 

of 300mA for a weight of 18.5kg.  

 

 
Figure 5 - Current of the system with battery and regulator against different weights 

 

The instant intensity was integrated in each of the cases and then divided by the 

time duration of the measurement. Thanks to this we obtain an average value of the 

current intensity that is being supplied to the battery. 
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Table 10 shows the results below and Figure 6 is the graphic representation of the 

table. For the range of selected weights the relationship is linear, where the average 

value of the intensity is 150mA. 

 

If the relationship continues like this then to achieve an average intensity of 250mA 

(required for a standard battery used in any of the market opportunities) then the 

mass required will be approximately 26kg. 

 

 

 
Table 10 - Average intensity for different weight 

m (kg) Iaverage (A) x 103 

10.5 51 

12.5 77 

14.5 108 

16.5 135 

18.5 148 

 

 

 

Figure 6 - Average intensity, Iavg as a function of the weight m 
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3.2.2 With regulator 

 

The regulator avoids over voltages and that can affect the battery. This device limits 

the output voltage of the generator to 13V. The average consumption of a 

commercially available regulator is 4mA. This test is to study the behavior of the 

system specially the limitation of the tension and to know the internal consumption 

to know the parameters of the battery charging. 

 

At the output of the regulator, in series with the battery, a 10Ω resistance is 

connected to measure the current entering the battery. Integrating this intensity, 

dividing by the interval of time that was measured, an average value of the intensity 

of 150mA is obtained for a mass of 18.5kg and a multiplier of x1.42. These results 

are graphed in Figure 7. 

 

 

 
Figure 7 - Intensity I as a function of time t 

 

4. Feasibility study 
 

The dimensions used for the testing, mainly the length of the axis l = 0.7m, were 

exclusively selected based on calculations of the maximum distance that a mass will 
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travel due to the gravity and the parameters of ƒ = 0.3 Hz and a maximum wave 

angle of αmax = 12º. 

 

The size and shape of each of the three market opportunities represent limitations 

for the prototype. In Table 8 in the last part of the previous chapter there is a 

summary of the average dimensions of each type of buoys: 

 

After a deeper research of the dimensions of the buoys it was found that the size of 

the prototype might be subjected, a priori, to a cube of 0.50m per side. Considering 

the dimensions of the mass itself and this restriction of 0.50m per side the effective 

length for the mass to travel will be 0.33m with a total mass of 18.5kg.  

 

In order to evaluate the feasibility of the prototype some more testing should be 

performed in order to consider this constrain. The results will also be compared with 

the ideal case of a length of 0.70m. For this comparison the parameters of ƒ = 0.3 

Hz and α = 6.5º will be used. 

 

4.1 System with battery 

 

Table 11 below shows the values for the average intensity that goes into the 

battery for the different weights for two configurations: with and without regulator 

and for two axis lengths: 0.50m and 0.70m. 

 
Table 11 - Average intensity for different weights. 0.50m and 0.70m axis length with and without 

regulator 

m (kg) 

Iaverage (A) x 103 

Without regulator With regulator 

0.50m 0.70m 0.50m 0.70m 

10.5 50.49 46.99 38.54 36.35 

12.5 78.94 78.83 67.36 70.36 

14.5 120.37 112.87 99.64 98.29 

16.5 133.22 131.40 124.67 129.10 

18.5 128.36 133.47 134.42 121.35 

 

The results of the table below are graphed in Figure 8. It is really interesting to 

note that the values of the average intensity are quite similar to each other 

regardless the weight, this because not even the 18.5kg mass is able to traverse the 

full length of the short axis (0.50m). Therefore the length is not a limiting factor for 

the current flowing into the battery for the given values of other system parameters 

(weight, multiplier, angle and frequency). The small differences in the graph for the 

intensity values are due to two reasons: the inaccuracy of the measurement (done by 

hand) and the absence or not of regulator. Even though the regulator energy 

consumption is below 4mA, which was also stated by the manufacturer. 
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Figure 8 - Average intensity versus weight for 0.50m and 0.70m axis length, with and without 

regulator 

 

The  Figure 9 shows a comparison between the 0.50 m (red) and the 0.70 m axis 

(black) for different values of weights ranging from 10.5 kg to 18.5 kg graphed 

against the instantaneous current I flowing into the battery as a function of time (t). 

 

 

 

 
Figure 9 - Instantaneous intensity I, flowing into the battery as a function of time t. Red (0.50m) and 

Black (0.70m) 
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Chapter III – Wrap up 
 

From the previous testing the main conclusions that can be drawn are presented 

here below: 

 

- The maximum power that can be obtained from the generator ranges from 

100 to 200 ohms of a load resistance. The relationship between this 

maximum power and the mass, for the studied weights, that moves along the 

axis is linear, increasing an average of 0.15 W per kilogram (or 13mA/kg). 

 

- To achieve 3W (or its equivalent of 250mA charging at 12V) using the 

expressions in the graphs, a mass of 30 kg is needed with a frequency of ƒ = 

0.3 Hz and an angle of α = 7º. 

 

- The effect of the multiplier will not be analyzed in the present work, but this 

is a parameter that can increase the energy output. 
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CHAPTER IV – Sustainable Business Model 
 

1. Introduction 
 

The Chapters II and III described in depth both the market opportunities and the 

technical development of the small-scale wave motion energy generator. This 

chapter is dedicated to build upon the selected market opportunity, propose a 

Sustainable Business Model with a go-to-market strategy and conclude the MSc 

thesis. 

 

2. Market Opportunity Decision 
 

As stated in the Methodology a multi-criteria analysis was performed using the 

Table 12. There is a numeric scale (1 to 3) where number 1 represents the 

best/easy, number 2 the regular/normal and number 3 the worst/difficult. The 

opportunity with the lowest number has the highest chances of being the most 

suitable option for the start-up to implement its technology and adequate the 

product to its needs. 

 
Table 12 - Multi criteria analysis (Own elaboration) 

Market 

Opportunity 

Market 

size (units) 

Number 

potential 

clients 

Ease to 

contact 

clients 

Adaptability of the 

device 

RESULT 

(points) 

AtoN buoy 

25.000 units 

(World) 

 

1.133 

(Spain) 

19 Medium 

Big size  

(1-5 m diameter) 

 

Weight will not be a 

problem (>240 kg) 

EASY 

 (2) (1) (1) (1) (5) 

Fishing buoy 
14.070 

(Spain) 
3 Hard 

Medium / Small size (0.1 

- 0.3 m diameter) 

 

Weight is a problem   (1-

30 kg) 

MEDIUM 

 (1) (2) (3) (3) (9) 

Meteorologic

al buoy 

2.000 

(World) 
2 

Really 

Hard 

Medium size  

(0.10 – 2 m) 

 

Weight might be a 

problem (1 to 300 kg) 

HARD 

 (3) (3) (2) (2) (10) 

 

The market opportunity of the AtoN buoys has the highest chances of being the most 

suitable according to this study therefore this will be the one recommended. Fishing 

buoys and Meteorological buoys still represent good opportunities but a start-up, by 

definition, has limited resources thus is better to divert resources to AtoN buoys. 
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2.1 Selected opportunity – AtoN buoys 

 

The characteristics of this market are promising enough to be recommended to the 

start-up. An analysis of each of the variables used in the multi criteria variables in 

Table 12 are further analyzed here. 

 

2.1.1 Market Size & Number of clients 

 

Nineteen manufacturers around the World form the AtoN buoys’ market, this is a 

relatively small number but the potential is really big. According to information 

from the IALA, the authority regulation AtoN buoy standards, the average price per 

AtoN is around 20.000€ and the sales per year of new devices oscillates 5.000 and 

10.000 according to interviews with key actors in the sector. The market size 

worldwide can be estimated between 100M€ and 200M€ per annum. 

 

2.1.2 Ease to contact clients 

 

During the writing of this master thesis several manufacturers of the three different 

market opportunities were contacted to interview, get an insight on their market 

view and analyze their interest in a technology like the one the start-up is 

developing. Because the number of manufacturers of AtoN buoys is bigger there 

were more responses and the interest for the technology was higher. The other two 

markets showed interest but the potential customers are too little in number 

therefore to approach this markets is better to look for a close partnership and/or 

alliance. It was found that is easier to contact the AtoN manufacturers rather than 

the others. 

 

2.1.3 Adaptability of the device 

 

The engineering specifications of the prototype were discussed in Chapter III and 

there are certain physical requirements for the minimum expected power output. 

These physical requirements limit the prototype to certain dimensions and weight, 

which make it more or less suitable to each of the market opportunities. Considering 

the expected required power is 3 Watts the dimensions of the prototype are the 

following: 

 

- Axis length: between 0,50 and 0,70 m 

- Weight:  around 30 kg 

 

The most suitable market opportunity is the AtoN buoys due to its bigger size and 

weight. There are many different types of these buoys but the wave motion 

generator can be located anywhere at the buoy, specially in the middle where it will 

have a minimum effect on its center of gravity thus in the way it is supposed to move 

at the sea. 
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The fishing buoys are small to the device as it is designed at this stage of the 

development and for the meteorological buoys it depends on the design and 

application of it. 

  

3. Sustainable Business Model Proposal 
 

The market opportunities were analyzed and the AtoN buoys’ opportunity was 

selected, the technical requirements were studied and a sustainable business model 

will be proposed to couple market and technology. A business model by definition 

shows how any organization creates, delivers and captures value (Osterwalder, 

2010) and this is exactly what will be intended to show but with a different 

approach, a sustainable approach. 

 

By a sustainable business model it should be understood a business model that 

considers not only the market but the whole environment that surround the start-up 

and that is also built bearing in mind economy, society and environment (Team, 

2014) and how there can be added value through out all the chain. 

 

The methodology to provide a sustainable business model will be based on the 

knowledge gathered during the write up of this MSc thesis. The steps followed are a 

compilation of strategies, methods and recommendations from the following inputs: 

 

- Innovation & Entrepreneurship course at KTH (October ’14) 

- KIC InnoEnergy coaches Jordi Guasch & Javier Aguilar (March – July ’14) 

- KIC InnoEnergy acceleration workshops (February – July ’14) 

- KIC InnoEnergy Barcelona speakers series “from students to students” 

o Sustainable Business Model Generation methodology 

- Business Analysis course at Grenoble Ecole de Management (May ’14) 

- ESADE Crash Course on Innovation and Entrepreneurship (February ’14) 

- EADA Crash Course on Innovation and Entrepreneurship (April ’14) 

- Fundacion REPSOL coaching sessions (May ’14) 

- Appendix IV - Phrases compilation 

 

Components of the Sustainable Business Model (Methodology) 

 

1. A serious SWOT analysis: 

- To validate the key successful factors and prove the competitive 

advantage of the start-up 

2. Business Model Canvas analysis: 

- To find the position of the company within the environment and establish 

the key activity in each segment 

3. Lean Canvas analysis: 

- The Lean Canvas is a tool to brainstorm and structure possible business 

models for the start-up in an iterative way considering other constrains 

that are not in the Business Model canvas 
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4. Strategic analysis 

- To Discover, Innovate and Organize the corporate strategy that will be 

utilized 

 

3.1 SWOT analysis 

 

The SWOT analysis is performed to understand both the market and the start-up, to 

analyze the environment and the position of the company towards it.  

 

3.1.1 Internal analysis (start-up) 

 

Strengths 

- Strong technical team highly specialized on R&D 

- Support from KIC InnoEnergy & Fundacion Repsol (money & coaching) 

- Development of a specialized product with market-fit 

- Solid managerial team with extensive experience and curricula 

- Extensive networking contacts’ base 

 

Weaknesses 

- New to a market characterized by the same players since many years ago 

- Limited response to technical failures due to time and money constraints 

- Limited amount of money 

- Rely on specific suppliers that are not fully dedicated to this technology 

 

3.1.2 External analysis (market) 

 

Opportunities 

- Dynamic environment with many contacts in Spain 

- Interest in the technology from leading manufacturers 

- Interest of some key players on the sector on high-tech applications 

- Intense activity of the IALA in social media platforms (LinkedIn mainly) 

- Solar PV and micro wind turbines do not fully solve clients’ requirements 

- Horizon 2020 (EU initiative) to decrease carbon footprint with sustainable 

energy solutions: Possibility to request EU funds 

- An increase in the awareness of sustainability from the market players (from 

the people itself) 

 

Threats 

- Limited amount of clients (19) 

- Low penetration of high-tech applications in actual devices 

- Few networking possibilities in person 

- Development of long-term battery technologies 

- Rapid development of solar PV and micro wind turbines’’ technology 
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3.1.3 SWOT conclusions 

 

This SWOT analysis lays the foundations for the final recommendations and 

provides the answers to these following two requirements to increase the start-up’s 

success chances: 

 

1. Validate key success factors (what will be the difference that will make the 

start-up succeed) 

a. The development of the product is being performed together with the 

process of customer approach and customer discovery which might 

foster the immediate acceptance and adoption of the device amongst 

manufacturers 

 

2. Prove the competitive advantage of the small-scale wave motion generator 

a. There is indeed a market need for the small-scale wave motion energy 

generator because the current solutions do not provide complete 

satisfaction to customers supported by interest from the market, the 

government and ultimately the people involved 

 

 

3.2 Business Model Canvas Analysis 

 

The Business Model Canvas is an excellent tool for entrepreneurs to have a clear 

view of: 

 

- WHO are we going to serve? 

- WHAT are we going to offer? 

- HOW are we going to do it? 

- HOW are we going to make money? 

- HOW are we going to make it sustainable? (to have a competitive advantage 

to stay alive) 

 

The start-up can visualize its business model in a single-page document. It is 

constructed upon 9 building blocks describing the value proposition, infrastructure, 

customers and finances and it is based on strategic management and lean startup 

(Osterwalder, 2010). 

 

Figure 10 is the canvas where single ideas should be posted in each of the blocks. 

The idea of this business model is to show the activities related to produce 

something and the activities related to sell something in order to make money and 

stay in the market. 
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Figure 10 – Business Model Canvas (Osterwalder, 2010) 

3.2.1 Activities related to selling something 

 

Customer Segments 

- Niche market 

o AtoN manufacturers 

o National Port Authorities 

 

Customer Relationships 

- The market is not very dynamic and it is closed to new comers  

- The contact should be dedicated and personalized  

- Clients are all over the World; thus, acquisition should be by calling or 

through internet 

- LinkedIn is the preferred contact and discussion platform of the market of 

AtoN buoys 

- It might be interesting to explore the Co-creation strategy with the one or 

both of the customer segments, this can increase success chances because it 

means to be working directly with the user of the product 

 

Channels 

- Website and One-to-one (B2B) 

o Raise awareness: (one-to-one) Attend international fairs and contact key 

prescriptors such as big national ports / (website) use SEO techniques to 
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rank high in searchers and have an attractive and useful website to catch 

the attention of visitors 

o Evaluation: Create case studies for potential clients to assess the potential 

and the knowledge of the company (best practices) 

o Purchase: Tailored-made sales and personalized follow-up 

o Delivery: Door to door because the product is specific 

o After-sales: Technical support included in the price 

 

Revenue Streams 

- The product is unique and is at this moment is hand-made, therefore the 

revenues are “transactional” 

- The initial commercial strategy should be a “try-and-buy” to convince 

potential customers while promoting the product 

- After this the best will be a “dynamic pricing” because every client is different 

thus their needs are singular, then the negotiations are alike  

- If there is a partnership with an AtoN manufacturer then a “licensing” might 

be an option (depends on the original agreement) 

 

3.2.2 Activities related to producing something 

 

Key Resources 

- Physical 

o Laboratory (leased) to have a physical room for testing the prototype 

o Computers and testing equipment (owned) because there is a need to 

use these resources everyday intensively 

- Financial 

o Positive cash-flows (owned) to ensure the company’s survival and the 

salaries of the employees 

o Apply for European Union Projects (Horizon 2020) there is funding 

available between 0.5M€ and 2M€ 

- Intellectual 

o Patent (owned) to protect the technological development and it is key 

to the clients, having a patent make clients to be more interested 

- Human 

o R&D team because this is the core of the company, a team formed by 

scientists 

o Commercial team to properly transfer the technology to the market 

(the market being so closed it is important) 

 

Key Partners 

- Optimization and economy 

o Generators’ manufacturer to have a tailor-made generator 

o Mechanical workshop to have a faster response time to modifications 

of the prototypes 

- Reduction of risk and uncertainty 
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o AtoN manufacturers or Port authority for testing purposes and 

understanding the market and its pains 

- Acquisition of particular resources 

o University partner to perform computational simulations avoiding 

unnecessary prototypes, incrementing accuracy and optimizing what 

is actually built 

 

Key Activities 

- Design of the prototype 

o Maximize the efficiency and provide a “maintenance-free” device 

 

Cost Structure 

- Because of the nature of the company there should be a “value-driven” cost 

structure because clients look for a highly reliable device  

o Pay-roll of the employees to perform the R&D 

o Economies of scale will be the long term plan 

 

3.2.3 Value Proposition 

 

Value Proposition 

- Small scale energy generator that is highly reliable (3W), low maintenance (once per 

year), custom-made (adaptable) and economic (long term savings) 

 

 

3.3 Lean Canvas analysis 

 

The Lean Canvas is a synthesis of Customer Development, Lean Startups and the 

Business Model Canvas and serves as a guide to generate a business model iterating 

from an initial idea (Maurya, 2012). The most important objective of this tool is to 

get right the Unique Value Proposition, as it will serve as the description of the 

essence of the product and is what should be in the landing webpage of the company 

for the visitors to get interested and stay.  

 

3.3.1 Problem & Customer Segments 

 

1. Problems (top 3) 

 

- Autonomy – Need for longer autonomy periods, solutions today offer limited 

autonomy 

o Solution: Provide long-term power for remote locations 

 

- Intermittency – Today AtoN buoys use mostly solar PV and micro wind 

turbine, therefore energy collectors must be oversized to maintain constant 

power to the devices 
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o Solution: Provide a system that can provide constant power in a 

reliable way 

 

- Current solutions have weak points:  

1) Solar PV – Are stolen and panels need cleaning  

2) Micro turbines – Are fragile for harsh sea conditions 

3) Batteries – Pollute, are big and are costly 

o Solution: Provide a system that is protected from the elements, does 

not take too much space and is economic besides being a low 

maintenance device 

 

2. Existing alternatives 

 

Solar PV panels, micro wind turbines, alkaline batteries 

 

3. User roles 

 

Customer – Buoys Manufacturers, they sell to the port authorities and in some cases 

are responsible for the maintenance. 

 

User – National Port Authorities, they use and pay for the buoys. These are the final 

users. 

 

4. Early Adopters 

 

National Port Authority – An early adopter should be either the customer or the 

final user, but it is preferable if it is the final user because this will convince the 

customers to adopt the solution. This is, ultimately a market pull approach. 

 

3.3.2 Unique Value Proposition (UVP) 

 

“Unique Value Proposition: A single, clear compelling message that states why you are 

different and worth buying.” Steve Blank (Steve, 2013) 

 

The UVP should answer the following two questions – what is the product and who 

the customer is. Hereby, the UVP is: 

 

Start-up’s name – Sustainable energy solutions for off-grid devices 

Autonomy and reliability in the sea 

 

3.3.3 Solutions 

 

The three solutions proposed by the start-up using the generator are: 
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- Autonomy: the generator gives independency to the AtoN buoy, the 

generator produces electricity even from a low wave motion 

- Reliability: it will not break down, it does not touch the sea water and is 

independent to weather conditions 

- Low-maintenance: reduce costs with less visits to the buoy, the generator is 

built to require minimum maintenance which traduces to few visits which are 

costly. 

 

3.3.4 Channels 

 

First sell manually, then automate 

Direct sales business will be the most effective channel since the interaction face-to-

face with the customers is possible. For the start-up it is also a way to get to know 

their needs first hand. This will be part of the Customer Discovery strategy that the 

company should follow. 

 

- Inbound marketing strategies 

 

o Search Engine Optimization (SEO) for the website 

o Innovation white papers to prove knowledge. It is important to use 

this as an advantage because we need to leverage the expertise of the 

company for the customers to value the start-up as a knowledgeable 

source both of information and products. Besides it is a strategy to 

initiate debates in LinkedIn 

 

- Outbound marketing strategies 

 

o Cold calling 

o Trade shows 

 

First sell yourself, then let other do it 

 

The start-up had an experience where it looked for a strategic partnership looking 

for a credible partner to leverage its channel of distribution. It was a waste of time 

because the product was not ready and the attention was not the one required.   

 

You need to have a product worth spreading first 

 

The sales force should be in-house at first; specially because it is a start-up and the 

word-of-mouth (WOM) will come after if the product satisfies the needs of the 

clients. 

 

3.3.5 Revenue Streams and Cost Structures 

 

Pricing 
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Minimum Sellable Product (MSP) is a term that better defines what a Minimum 

Viable Product (MVP) should be because the start-up needs to sell the product 

rather than just make it viable. The pricing for this device should be near to the 

actual intended price of the final product because – while it is less risky to sell it 

cheaper avoiding initial frictions with clients and eases testing – the near real price 

gives a real expectation to the clients about it and let the start-up face the pricing 

“issue” upfront rather than delay this step. Because the market for this start-up is too 

limited, the first one or two clients might get it cheaper, but then it is critical to 

charge the correct price because the market is limited with only 19 clients in the 

World. 

 

The most important thing for the company is to consider the costs into the price and 

add what they expect to be fair. Because this solution is non-existent then it is more 

difficult but it should be somewhat more expensive of the solar PV panels and 

around the micro wind turbines because customers already sold this and users 

agreed to use them but this device will save costs of maintenance that can be 

charged for the high-reliability.  

 

3.3.6 Key metrics 

 

- Deliver the expected power 3W constantly with different sea conditions 

- Track the results real time 

- Have one try-and-buy before the end of 2014 

 

3.3.7 Unfair advantage 

 

“A real unfair advantage is something that cannot be easily copied or bought”. Jason Cohen 

 

- Fundacion REPSOL’s president endorsement 

 

3.4 Strategic analysis 

 

The corporate strategy is useful for taking the start-up from the Actual position to 

the desired position. The process can be divided into three: 

 

- Discover -> Creativity 

 

- Innovate -> Effectiveness 

 

- Organize -> Efficiency 
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3.4.1 Discover 

 

This part is where the unique value proposition and elevator pitch are created, this is 

the core of the company and summarizes it in a few words. The customers and users 

can discover what the company is about and become engaged in the little spam of 

time that they have to engage and become interested. The UVP is the first thing any 

visitor of the website will see and the elevator pitch must explain the company’s 

business in just a sentence. 

 

 

Unique Value Proposition 

 

Once the unique value proposition was defined the strategy of the company should 

focus on accomplishing it. The solutions offered by the generator´s start-up should 

be autonomy and reliability together with the low-maintenance of the device. This 

should be clearly communicated to the potential customers and final users. 

 

Elevator pitch 

 

It is a summary of what the start-up does and why it is different in 30 seconds: 

 

First attempt: 

 

We design and manufacture devices that cope with the intermittency of power and 

harsh environments in remote locations like the open sea. Besides this devices do not 

break down easily. We produce enough electricity to satisfy the basic needs of 

different types of buoys and small sailboats so they can be autonomous and all these 

save money. 

 

The one that can suit the start-up today: 

 

We sell devices that provide autonomy to buoys and they stand rough conditions. 

These devices will be useful for sailboats soon. 

 

3.4.2 Innovate 

 

This section’s aim is to provide the guidelines to produce the desired result. The 

values and goals are basic to set a north for all the employees and this is important 

for all to bear in mind. The business story has its place here, where the interested 

partners can read how the business was created. 
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Business Values 

 

- Accountability – Of our products and our selves; we work to provide what we 

say we do and we are committed about it 

 

- Environment – We believe in a sustainable world helping users and 

customers minimize their carbon footprint 

 

- Passion, happiness and honesty – In our day-to-day activities 

 

- Optimism – We know we can reach our goals and we work for it 

 

 

 

Business Goals 

 

These goals are not only business goals, but goals that are: specific, measurable, 

attainable, realistic and time-bound. Each of the goals should have a why, what and 

how; to make them realistic and meaningful. 

 

- Help users and customers to minimize their carbon footprint with our 

product 

 

- Find one strategic partner for the key activity of optimizing the prototype, 

specifically the energy transformation device 

 

- Provide a creative and dynamic environment for the employees to grow as 

persons while helping them to work for a sustainable world 

 

- Have a positive cash flow projection for the following 3 years ensuring the 

start-up’s sustainability 

 

 

3.4.3 Organize 

 

This last part is where the mission and vision are stated. The idea of this part is to 

define the company’s strategy and make it understandable first for the employees 

and then for all the partners: society, users and customers. These will ultimately 

drive the company day-to-day. 

 

 

Mission 

 

Start-up’s name is a company that develops new methods of exploiting renewable 

and sustainable energy sources to address energy supply shortages of off-grid 
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devices. We offer high-quality, reliable and low-maintenance products supported by 

extensive R&D aiming to save costs of our customers and users while reducing their 

carbon footprint having a positive impact to the environment. We aim to become a 

recognized company in the sector of small-scale sustainable energy generation. 

Employees, society, users, customers and environment are valuable partners for us.  

 

Vision 

 

We envision a clean and safe environment where we build sustainable energy 

solutions together with our users and customers to reduce carbon footprint to zero 

and be the most highly cost-effective energy supplier for their products. 
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CHAPTER V – Conclusions 
 

1. Conclusions 
 

Intense research was performed to get a deep insight on the three market 

opportunities. The potential customers, industry experts and scholars were 

contacted to assess the acceptability of the technology and to discover if there was 

really a pain (a need). There was a indeed a pain; the actual solutions (solar PV, 

micro wind turbines and alkaline batteries) were not satisfying the customers 

completely and actors in each of the markets showed interest in what the start-up 

had to offer.  

 

There were several constraints posed by the prototype such as a minimum size and a 

minimum weight. There were some other constrictions but this time from the 

client’s side. Customer’s insight was key to develop a product-market fit that 

provides certain degree of readiness to provide a minimum-sellable-product, which is 

different from a minimum viable product MVP because it is more important to be 

capable of selling something that works fairly good rather than invest time and 

money to perfect something that might not even be interesting to the clients 

(Guasch, 2014). The restrictions of the clients were regarding the size, weight, 

minimum expected power output and above all maintenance time. 

 

All these factors were taken into consideration for the technical development of the 

prototype. Some trade-offs were done such as reducing power output and increasing 

size in order to need less maintenance and increase the reliability of the prototype 

with some new materials. The technical development that was described in this 

thesis was the core of the prototype because it looked into the power output 

generation with weight and size restrictions.  

 

The AtoN buoys’ market was chosen as the most suitable option and the prototype 

was tailored to these types of buoys. Even though there are different varieties a 

standard was found to cover most of the sorts but it can also be tailored to clients’ 

specific needs, which provides a high degree of flexibility to the start-up in order to 

satisfy client needs. The several contacts made throughout the master thesis write 

up were contacted by the start-up to make a commercial follow-up regarding the 

prototype. The response from the market was fairly good and there were some 

interesting opportunities for the start-up in the near future.  

 

The parallel development of the market and customer discovery coupled with the 

technical development effectively proved to be a suitable approach for a start-up that 

has a state-of-the-art technological product. There were many tangible resources 

invested into this project: human resources, money, time; and some intangible like 

motivation, willingness to continue, contacts, favors. All these form part of a start-

up and the success is driven by the sum of all what was just described and there is 

one last component to be added: a bit of luck.  
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The experience was incredible and the master thesis is complete. The three 

objectives were fulfilled: 1) a market was chosen, 2) the technical development was 

performed and 3) the hypothesis that a start-up should follow a parallel development 

of the market and technology was proved to be right. A sustainable business model 

was proposed and this is the end! 

 

2. Future Work 
 

The start-up has a tough way to go to finally introduce the product into the market 

and it is important that it follows a plan that sets a North, it has much of the work 

done but there are things to do. The work here with is expected to serve as guideline 

for that goal or contribute somehow to it. The technology has a strong potential, the 

team is motivated and there are definitively market opportunities beyond the ones 

described here. The most immediate one is enhancing and adapting the technology 

for supplying energy to cover the basic needs for sailboats and other small vessels.  

 

The future work will adapt to the future situation and opportunities of the company 

and if it continues the way it has gone today the chances of succeeding are high. 
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Appendix I - Lights in Aids to Navigation Systems 
 

Lights in Aids to Navigation Systems 

 

 
Figure 11 - A.I.1 - AtoN indications 

 

 
Figure 12 - A.I.2 - AtoN colors and directions 
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Appendix II - Different fishing techniques 
 

Description of the different fishing techniques (Maroto, 2014) 

 

FISHING TECHNIQUE IMAGE 

Trawling – This fishing method consists 

of pulling a net through the water with 

one or more boats. 

 

Seiner – Seiner fishing employs a “seine” 

(fishing net) that hangs vertically in the 

water held down by weights in its down 

edge and it’s closed by a boat or by hand. 

 

Long-line (surface) – Method that uses a 

long line with baited hooks attached to it 

that is deployed from a boat, generally at 

open sea. 

 

Gillnets – This technique employs 

vertical panels of net in a straight line 

where the fish are caught when their 

bodies mesh around the net. 
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Appendix III – WMO Buoys 51308 measurements  
 

Location: 8° 0' 0" S / 125° 0' 0" W 
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Appendix IV – Phrases Compilation 
 

This is a place where I wrote all the phrases that I heard, read, or came up 

throughout the development of the master thesis. In coaching sessions, acceleration 

workshops, mentoring sessions, in the laboratory or just reading.  

 

I found this useful because they always teach something about life in a start-up and 

how to deal with some situations. Here they are: 

 

- While you say thanks in reality you’re holding them by their balls (a bit of 

art) 

- Don’t go beyond a level of satisfaction you can actually satisfy 

- Don’t put the bar too high 

- Expectations at the right level 

- Be paranoiac, don’t lose the survivor feeling 

- Your product is your business model 

- Use what you know as leverage 

- Quote accordingly to what will be done, not what will be… 

- Say NO when you don’t understand 

- Value your effort 

- It’s not about our dreams, but about our client needs 

- Negotiate like a kid…  

o Say NO!! and Ask WHY!! 

o And think of the WHAT IF? 

- No deal is better than a bad deal 

- If you refuse to give a discount you refuse to negotiate 

- Long-term interests / Short-term objectives 
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- As a start-up you sometimes have to accept regular/bad deals in favor of 

strategic decisions 

- Value has many more dimensions than price 

- Start-ups might be vulnerable and brittle, but they are passionate 

o But passion bubble can burst if we are not prepared 

- Potential clients must see that you have worked it 

- The only way to know what and how the future will be is to be the 

protagonist 

- Pessimistic: Complains about the wind / Optimistic: Knows and waits for the 

wind to change / Realistic: Adapts to the wind 

- Sometimes the best way forward is backwards 

- People will make business with you because they like you 

- Always have customers in front of everything else 

- Put candies in your pallets for the others to open them first 

- In B2B you’ll be in the limit of bribery 

- Business models is “How to make” money 

- Everything a company does is marketing 

- Customers and future customers should be our obsession 

- Go where the fruits hang the lower 

- Price determines your customers 

- Pricing keeps the business model running, signaling branding and 

positioning 

- Your price is part of your product 

- There are always limitations and it is key to don't create expectations that 

cannot be later fulfilled 


